WHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT THIS MEETING?

- Interesting and relevant topics; friendly atmosphere to the meeting
- Accessible talks; clinically relevant - well related to clinical outcomes and measures
- Diversity of presentations
- Few stats equations! Broad range of professionals attending
- Convenient location
- Good speakers and interesting topics
- 3 excellent speakers
- Informative
- Informative and helpful - will help with stats analysis of my study but also a better understanding of the current literature for my current background search
- I’m keen to know how to do statistics properly when I have to use
- Rare to have a meeting concentrating on ophthalmic stats
- Credible presentation; candid Q&A exchange
- Relevant topics
- Very well presented and accessible talks
- Talks were easy understanding
- Update on blood Altman plots
- Speakers allowed contributions during talks. Contributions were helpful
- Very useful topics and discussions
- Insight into statistical thinking from a practicing medical statistician. This practical set of talks was very interesting. Particularly due to all three speakers dealing with a related subject area i.e. ophthalmic
- Link between statistics and what it means in practice
**WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE OR WHAT WOULD YOU DO DIFFERENTLY ON THESE MEETINGS (DIFFERENT TOPICS, MORE STATS EQUATIONS)?**

- Balance between stats/clinical info was good for me, I would find detailed equations difficult to follow.
- More on choice of stats tests. Algorithm of best choices.
- More stats equation.
- Enhance discussions between clinicians-statisticians.
- Nothing - a good meeting, maybe a little more time to chat over coffee!
- The frequency of the meeting should be increased!
- Nicely relevant to a mixed audience. Would be interesting to know about your views on laboratory statistics.
- Think again about the ICC for agreement measurement.
- A bit more advanced statistical methodology topics.
- Might benefit from more active '???'
- More examples to illustrate talk topics; more on problems encountered during a study and how they were overcome on decisions made how to proceed. There was plenty that was right about the talk.
- Could you make the presentations available online, please?

**WHERE DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS MEETING?**

- RSS News - 5
- Allstat - 3
- Other - 14

Other:
- colleague
- colleague and ITM newsletter
- email as previously attended a meeting
- email by colleague
- email from branch secretary
- faculty member
- friend
- internal email
- local recommendation
- NIHR
- student IPHS email circulation
- university newsletter
- UoL website

**WHICH REGION ARE YOU FROM?**

- Liverpool 12
- Manchester 2
- Bradford 2
- Cheshire 1
- Huddersfield 1
- Lancashire 1
- Leeds 1
- United states - visiting fellow 1
- West Midlands 1